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Customer Info 
Date: 
Purchase Order#: 
Company: 
Customer Rep: 
Phone#: 
Fax: 
E-mail: 
 

Print and attach with your materials, this will expedite your order.

Elemental Process Quotation Request  

Substrate Size:                                Substrate Thickness:                        Substrate Material:  

Quantity:   (Low quantities may be quoted as a lot charge)  

Substrate Stripping:          Yes           No (Removal of existing coating)  

Substrate Polishing:          Yes           No (Notes):  

Substrate Cleaning            Yes           No           Ultrasonic          Scrubbing          Drying 

Substrate Coating:       LRC        MRC        HRC        BRC       BL/CR/BL        IO        Other:  

Coating Density:          Standard (2.8)         3.0         4.0          5.0          Other:  

Photoresist Type:        AZ1518         AZTFP 650     Other:  

Photoresist Thickness (Angstroms):         5300       10,000      15,000 Other:  

Certification of Process Elements requested:     Yes No 

Special Instructions 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Nanofilm assumes no responsibility to hold any customer supplied substrate accountable to the process elements 

listed above. Nor does Nanofilm assume responsibility for the quality or performance of any customer supplied 

substrate. Value added elements that Nanofilm applies to customer supplied substrates will be certified as 

specified by the customer. Non-standard substrate configuration may result in additional charges to cover tooling 

or modifications of tooling. It is recommended that customer supplied substrates arrive in suitable containers to 

insure proper containment of processes materials. Nanofilm may provide suitable containers at an additional 

charge. It is also recommended that customer supplied substrates arrive in even numbers as spin dryers need to 

be balanced.  
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